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-with the outstanding exception be-
ing the society of lions, where females
live in groups, or prides, and males
form small, all-male bands called coali-
tions. In contrast, cheetah society ex-
hibits great variability. Females live
alone or with dependent cubs, males
live either alone or in lifelong coali-
tions of two or three animals, and new-
ly independent littermates remain to-
gether für up to seven months after se~
parating from their mother.

Finding out why different segments
of cheetah society live in small groups
-some permanent, some less so--and

why they appear to be teeter-
ing on the edge of sociability
were the principal focuses of
my tell years of research in
Tanzania's Serengeti Nation-
al Park during the 1980s.

I discovered that in the

1be cbeetab bas long been
admired not only tor its beauty
(left, depicted in an Egyptian
painting), but also tor its
prowess in cbasing down prey
(above, wirb an impalaJ.

nH A SLOW, concealed
approach, followed
by a 68-mile-per-hour
sprint of 300 or so

yards, the cheetah closes in on its tar-
get. The chase ends when the cat
sideswipes its prey with a forepaw,
knocking a gazel1e's legs out from un-
der it or bowling a small hare over and
over. T 0 kill, the cheetah seizes its vic-
tim by the throat until the animal suf-
focates. The startling speed of its hunt
and the cat's grace and beauty have at-
tracted admirers für centuries. Ancient
Assyrians used cheetahs für coursing.
Classical Greeks kept them
as pets. And in the Middle
Ages, ltalian noblemen often
owneathem, perhaps as a
symbol of their exalted sta-
tus. Even today, the cheetah
seems to wear a mantle of
mystique shared by few oth-
er predators.

The cheetah's social orga-
nization is equal1y unique.
Most other cat species lead
solitary lives-males and fe-
males associate only to mate
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Fascinating though these behavioral
intric~cies are, it is the cheetah's con-
servation plight that has attracted the
most attention in recent years. By the
i 970s, researchers knew with certainty
that cheetahs live at low densities
throughout a diminishing range: The
species is patchily distributed in sub-
Sahelian Africa, thougha small popu-
lation may survive in Iran. In addition,
it has been extremely difficult to breed
cheetahs in captivity; Whipsnade Park
in Britain and De Wildt Cheetah Re-
search and Breeding Facility in South
Africa have had the most success.

Then, beginning in 1983, research
biologists Steve O'Brien, David Wildt,
and Mitch Bush reported that cheetahs
exhibit a dramatic lack of genetic varia-
tion compared with other mammals-
a genetic deficiency comparable, in
fact, to that of inbred strains of labora-
tory mice. Because sperm abnormali-
ries and impaired disease resistance of-
teD stern from lack of genetic variabili-
ty, the scientists suggested that this
could account für paar breeding per-
formance in captivity and declining
populations in the wild. The cheetah
became a textbook example für those
conservation biologists wishing to
stress the significance of genetic vari-
ability in lang-term conservation.

Like so many scientific tales that
seem clear-cut to begin with, we now
know that the story is a good deal
more complex. It picks up again in the

course of a year females wander over
buge territories, coveringas much as
300 square miles while following the
migratory movements of their princi-
pal prey, Thomson's gazelies. Same
male cheetahs, which I termed "float-
ers," live a similarly nomadic life-style,
hut others set up small territories of
about 15 square miles, in which many
females gather during certain times of
the year. These female hot spots usual-
ly contain high concentrations of
gazelies, and the topography offers
much cover-rocky outcrops, water-

A cub (rigbtJ begins
to stalk small birds
by tbe time it i5
tbree montbs oltt-
altbougb it never
catcbes tbem. Wben
cubs separate/rom
tbeir motbers at
betwee1f '4and

18montbs, tbeyare
still poor hunters.
It takes a lot 0/
practice to become
skilled at capturing

prey (opposite, top,
an adult cbeetab
on tbe beets 0/
a wildebeestJ.

courses, and uneven ground-from
which the cats can sneak up unseen on
prey. Because they have numerical ad-
vantage in the fierce fights over limited
space that occur betVfeen male chee-
tahs, males in coalitions are betteT ahle
to take over and hold onto these terri-
tories than lone cheetahs, and conse-
quently have access to large numbers
of females. So great are the reproduc-
tive benefits that even unrelated males
as weIl as brothers join up für life.

I also learned that by staying to-
gether after leaving their mother, litter-
mates are betteT protected from spot-
ted hyenas and lions. These larger
predators often harass cheetahs on the
Serengeti Plains if they find them with
a carcass they can steal, and sometimes,
they kill cheetahs. Hyenas are far more
wary about approaching a group than
a single cheetah, so adolescents gain
safety in numbers.

Finally, I found that cubs travel
alongside their mothers für more than
a year after being weaned because they
have Jet to develop effective hunting
skills and still rely on her to provide
them with food. In particular, adoles-
cent cubs are hesitant about slapping
down prey at the end of achase.

Over the years, it became increasing-
ly clear that groups of cheetahs band to-
gether für different reasons. It is inter-
esting that none of these hasto do with
cooperative hunting, so often used to
explain group-living in large carnivores.



decades breeding success has soared.
Also, same institutions are better than
others at breeding cheetahs-so much
better that same zoos have had to star
breeding cheetahs because they have
tao many. This suggests that manage-
ment factors such as information-shar-
ing among zoos and skillful zoo-keep.,
ing affect captive breeding more than
do genetic factors-which would be
unlikely to change over a short period
of time or show large variation among
facilities. Perhaps the most telling part
of this research is that it revealed that
more cheetah cubs die of paar hus-
bandry and maternal neglect in zoos
than tram genetic deformities as con-
servation genetics would predict. The
prospects für captive cheetahs now
seem much brighter than when we er-
roneously believed that genetics had
sealed their fate.

In the wild, the cheetah's prospects
may be better as weIl (see Conserva-
tion Hotline, "To the Rescue [in Na-
mibia]," September/October 1994).
Recently, biologist Paule Gros sur-
veyed cheetahs throughout Kenya. She
interviewed wildlife personnei, farm-
ers, researchers, tourists and tour
guides, professional hunters, and tradi-

1990s with researcher Karen Lauren-
son's work in the Serengeti. To foIlow
the reproductive lives of female chee-
tabs, she outfitted some with radio-
coIlars, which allowed her to pinpoint
the time and place they gave birth.
Then, when she knew that mothers
bad left their dens to hunt, she entered
to count and weigh the cubs. Lauren-
son found that 95 percent of cubs died
before reaching independence, mainly
duc to predatory lions. Cheetah moth-
crs also abandoned some litters when
local prey was scarce. Laurenson took
stringent precautions to ensure that her
presence did not influence cub sur-
vival. As it turns out, lions not only
take a heavy toll on cheetah cubs in
Serengeti National Park, hut in other
protected areas in Africa as weil. As a
rule, cheetah ptJPulitions seem to vary
inversely with those of lions: The more
lions there are, the fewer cheetahs. In
short, predation rather than genetics
seems to be responsible für the low
population density in the wild.

But what about poor breeding in
captivity? Researcher Nadja Wieleb-
nowski examined the breeding records
of cheetahs in North American zoos.
She learned that du ring the last two

tional pastoralists to gather details
about cheetah sightings both inside and
outside protected areas. Interviews
provide surprisingly accurate estimates
of cheetah numbers-better than all
other methods, aside troll recognizing
animals individually. Gros found that
densities across Kenya were higher
than in many other African countries.
Most interesting, current estimates of
cheetah numbers and distribution
showed remarkable stability when
compared with similar in-country sur-
vers conducted over the last 30 years.

Although we still need to collate
densities troll other countries, in Ken-
ya at least, the cheetah appears to be
holding its own. This encouraging
news, given Kenya's escalating human
population, suggests that the cheetah
hag a fighting chance in the wild. If
African nations can continue to con-
serve Sülle wild areas through the next
century, our children's children may
still be ahle to experience the exhilara-
tion of watching the world's fastest
mammal catch its dinner in the wild..
Tim Caro is an assistant professor at the
University of California at Davis,
where he teaches conservation biology.
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